Abstract. We report on a search for Interstellar CH2D
Introduction
The symmetric species CH + 3 is a reactant of extreme importance in interstellar organic chemistry, as it initiates the formation of more complex hydrocarbons. Unfortunately CH + 3 cannot be observed through its rotational lines, as it is symmetric. CH 2 D + is asymmetric, however, and emits a rotational spectrum. Because the deuterium is bound to CH 2 D + more tightly than hydrogen to CH Greason (1986) and discussed by Wootten (1987) et al .1992 . The estimated accuracy of the frequencies is estimated by Rosslein et al .1991 to be ±2 × 10 −5 (1 σ) times the frequency. Four lines are relatively easily observed by radiotelescopes; we have attempted to detect all four. The lowest frequency but highest excitation line, at 23.01595 GHz, was sought in 1992 April at the NRAO 43m telescope; no emission was detected. The J K−1K1 = 1 01 → 0 00 line was observed at a center frequency of 278.69162 GHz in 1992 at the 10.4m CSO telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The J K−1K1 = 1 01 → 0 00 , 1 11 → 1 10 and 2 11 → 2 12 lines were observed at center frequencies of 278.69162 GHz, 67.27371 GHz and 201.76264 GHz at various times between 1992 April and 1997 September at the 12m NRAO telescope at Kitt Peak, Arizona. At the frequencies where emission from CH 2 D + was expected, emission was detected in Ori HC, NGC6334N, SgrB2OH N and W51M. The detections were most convincing for NGC 6334N. The NGC6334N region is complex, with several sources appearing within the 30 beam of our telescopes. The dominant sources within our beam include SMA1, SMA2, SMA3 and SMA4 (Hunter 2006). In high excitation ammonia studies, SMA1 and SMA2 dominate the emission; emission was not detected toward SMA3 and SMA4. Column densities on the order of N T ot = 2 × 10 14 are indicated for T rot ∼50K. The study of deuterium fractionation in warm clumps recently published by Roueff, Parise and Herbst (2007) 15 . Additional laboratory data is urgently needed to secure the identity of the lines we report. 
